Truth Out Of The Bag:
Dr. Belkin Not For Real

The advance release of the Clifford Irving autobiography of Howard Hughes is expected to disclose the most starting data yet about billionaire reclusive Howard Hughes, alias Samuel Belkin, as he appeared in 1984 before the striking resemblance.

PR Pamphlet Provides Perverse Presentation

In an attempt to encourage potential freshmen to attend Yeshiva and Stern Colleges, the office of admissions recently published a pamphlet entitled "Why YU." In it is found the answer to that question as gathered from a typical group of students from the two undergraduate schools. This representative sample included such average students as Dow Bungler, YCSC President, Martin Chypuk, YC Senator, Chaim Synthesis, Brother tena, Lenny Schmitten, a junior class officer, and David Murdoc, a senior from Japan. A similar group from Stern included Judy Yungsi, Esti Godbooth, Phyllis Gorgeous, and Sarah Twinflees.

After speaking with these students, the commentator has learned that the statements printed in the pamphlet are incomplete and are actually edited versions of true taped interviews. Through a secret source in the university administration, whose name we cannot disclose, the participants were asked to comment.

Chapter 6, page 32, Item 3.

Howard Hughes, for the last 30 years, has been called President Samuel Belkin of Yeshiva University.

When first approached by students of the university have denied the claim. In answer to a barrage of questions, Yeshiva spokesman Sam Aronson stated, "For a long time everyone has known that Dr. Belkin was not for real, but we in the Office of Public Relations never thought that the truth could escape from here. Anyway, the information has been on file with the State Board of Education for over a year. Other than that, no comment."

Howard Hughes, alias Samuel Belkin, was always assumed that Hughes was living in a magnificent penthouse in Reno, the Bahaman, or Nicaragua. How Irving discovered Hughes' existence is unclear. Whatever the case, he points to a mysterious "Babe" from the university's medical school.

Cigar Chomping

Also implicated in the Irving disclosure are several prominent university officials. H. R. Scoul, the recipient of a $250,000 advance from McGraw-Hill for the Yeshiva saga, allegedly disposed the money in a Swiss branch of the Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn under the alias of H. R. Huge. New York police report the deposit was made by a woman of Scoul's build wearing a blond wig and sunglasses. Police suspicions were aroused when witnesses also described the suspect's habit of cigar chomping.

Another Yeshiva official, Registrar Morose Simpleton, claimed that Irving's disclosures were really "gross attempts by someone to discredit something or other."\[Continued\]

Chairman Mao Presides Over Raucous Senate Meeting

While Fleishik Zucchini N Eggs Simmer In Own Juices

Chairman Mao, alias Dr. Belkin, has been the subject of much speculation in recent years. His alleged presence at various university events has been a source of great discussion among students and faculty. The recent release of his autobiography has shed new light on the enigmatic figure.

Plains for a faculty honors system, D-N for administrators were the main subjects discussed at the last meeting—perhaps the very last—of the Yeshiva College Senate.

After ascertaining through the use of both his and Dr. Fleishik's fingers and toes that a quorum was present, Chairman Mao Tendler called the meeting to discuss the customary prayer for the continued health and genius of the chairman. "Ah," sighed Chairman Mao, "who would you simpletons be without me?"

Hip-Hip-hurray!

While reviewing the minutes of the previous meeting, Dr. Tubber eloquently asked that commas be inserted in 46 different places. Dr. Tubber also requested that the minutes record such congratulations, felicitations and three hip-hip-hurrahs for Chairman Mao upon the completion of his two latest works, The Bananach of the Chinese Samurai-stub, and The Little Red Studd.

After insisting his usual quota of one administration member, two faculty members, six student senators and four little old ladies who had happened by, Chairman Mao continued with the next item on the agenda.

Honorable Faculty?

"Redhead Tootsiet C. Zucchini" by now sitting at 90 angle parallel to the horizon, explained the proposal for a faculty honors system. Under the plan, students would no longer be required to check-up on faculty members to see if they are really teaching anything.

Speaking against the motion, Dr. Fleishik attempted his usual redneck ad absurdum argument, (Continued on Page 3, Col. 3.)
Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:

1. I think the Editor-in-Chief of THE COMMENTATOR, who has seen fit to attack me so viciously, in his enthusiasm has carelessly overlooked certain important considerations to be made in light of his venomous accusations:

1. There has never been, and could never be, an "Open Door Policy" after services on Shabbos. If students were allowed to enter at their leisure, the ensuing chaos would upset the entire order of things. Surely the Editor-in-Chief must recognize the necessity for some kind of order, or is he only familiar with this in relation to PepsiCo?

2. The Editor-in-Chief accuses the kitchen of providing bugs to swim in the soup. In this a rational accusation? Does THE COMMENTATOR think we are operating a country club for insects? Being that the Editor-in-Chief is so narrow-minded, perhaps the bug he sees in his soup is merely his own reflection?

3. THE COMMENTATOR questions the quality of meat served to students. If the Editor-in-Chief has not learned by now how to cut a piece of roast beef, we will gladly give him instructions. Would it be easier if we placed a dotted line across his food?

4. Each waiter does his utmost to satisfy the customer. He learns an intricate system by which orders are memorized: "Top" cards go in the shirt pocket, "bottom" cards go in the back pocket, and "hot meat" cards go in the front pocket. Anyone who denies the efficiency of this system doesn't know his hot meat from his cold roast beef.

5. If THE COMMENTATOR would encourage students to return their own trays, we would not need the service of a bus boy (fondly referred to as a "beak boy").

6. If students were willing to wash their own dishes, we wouldn't need the service of the bheimers, either. As Head Waiter, I have recommended the immediate adoption of this policy, due to the lack of funds. (Note the new self-service at Shabbos Shabbos in an attempt to save money on waiters. Remember: God helps those who help themselves.)

7. If the Editor-in-Chief finds a playful simulation of Army life repugnant during mealtime, perhaps he should make the announcements himself in that dull, monotonous voice he is well-known for. And need I remind the Editor-in-Chief that even if he loses the protection of his 4-D Draft Card, he still retains his 4-D Report Card.

In short, I feel as Head Waiter that THE COMMENTATOR's Editor-in-Chief has stepped out of bounds with unjustified remarks regarding the kitchen's poor quality. We in the kitchen have a little private joke about the paper's poor quality: "The Editor-in-Chief may think he prints a 'hot potato,' but to us it's just a 'common potato.'"

We hope that in the future that kitchen's Head Waiter and the THE COMMENTATOR Editor-in-Chief can get together, resolve these differences, and work as one person.

The Head Waiter

Dear Editor:

You can't be serious about co-edication. I think your VC class mates are really cute, handsome and sexy.

Sheldon Toshbush

Editor's Reply: So are you, sweetie.

Can't hold a job? Feel like a dog?

ENROLL NOW IN GENERAL LISSP'S CHARM SCHOOL FOR DISGRUNTLED SECRETARIES

LEARN . . .

cordiality . . .

helpfulness . . .

and composure.

Can't hold a job? Feel like a dog?

LEARN CHARM TODAY FROM GENERAL LISSP!
Chairman Mao Rules Over Chaotic Senate

Strangles Roving Commentator Reporter

(continued from Page 1, Col. 5) stating that if this motion was passed, the college should also have a 99 semester language requirement and 3 courses in every major. These remarks excited student Tamerlann, he to lean so far down in his seat that he was nearly standing on his head.

Unfortunately, before he could further explain his point, Dr. Fleishnik was silenced by Chairman Mao's poltest remark thus far, "Shut up David." Before sitting down, however, Dr. Fleishnik did get in a good crack about the chairman's unusual interest in sex and also send his jacket to pilfer from his nose. Sycle also arrived late and the cleaners. Senator Marty Konscience, immediately, full-time to the study of success the meeting. He will be ''the Messiah, I'm getting in a good crack about the thing. The sena- tion of the press, could be taken, however, as three printed columns. In respect to Rabbi Badboy, Mrs. Strengthen Commentator Reporter, "We always wondered about his cigars and his constant grinning, included within Hamturg's report were related events corroboration the recent rise in diseases in the campus area. The hamtashin was confiscated by the FBI agents disguised as police; ideas naturally included. Stu- dents may park anywhere between the houses of the Dr. Busi- ster, are you really what your name means? None of us found hashish in the trunk, and some dope in the rear seat of the car." 1.

Which one's the dope?

Marblestoned Is Busted

As Heads Height Dope

Public Relations released a juicy news item last week stating that Colonel Robber Marblestoned, chief of safety pins and security blankets, was ar- rested on charges of trafficking illicit drugs in the Hamturg area. To quote SAP Hamturg, head COMMENTATOR poll on drugs, "I then disclosed that he had enlisted the aid of Captain Gab- riel alias "poopeyed" to capture the Colonel and the entire dope ring. When interviewed Gabe commented, "I carefully watched the limousine every day. I inter-

Bored of Commentator? ?

Try our nosepicker!

Nine out of ten Rabbis prescribe: stay in bed, think 'nice' thoughts.

Photographic manual included (143 possible positions).

Fits perfectly!

Wont get stuck!

Badboy: "Man Of The Year"

Rabbi Morris Badboy has been named "Man of the Year" by the Gay Liberation Front for his ad-
miration of Gay S.S. Citron, his eighty-seven per cent pop-
ularity in a recent poll of THE COMMENTATOR, the National President of Gay S.S. posed the question, "Morris Badboy, Super-
star, are you really what your students say you are?" In respect to Rabbi Badboy, all students in Gay S.S. pro-
tested of their reserve and bore never to be overcut again. Gay S.S. President Brun-
etz, "We have come to gaze at Rabbi Bad-
boy, not to marry him." Rabbi Badboy brooded over the vandals, tranunicks and the other forms of low-lives in his school. "You are not bad stu-
dents, but do not become ob-
weevish sex, sex, sex, sex, sex, sex, sex, sex, sex. Apart-
net is not for boys and boys, it's for boys and girls." In refutation to the editorial in THE COM-
MENTATOR, Rabbi Badboy de-
ried that Gay S.S. boys vew fe-
males as sex objects. "After all Mrs. Steitch is a female, and none of us viewed her as a sex ob-
ject." The ceremony ended with the playing of "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow." As he removed his eyeglasses, Rabbi Badboy muttered, "Boy, what it takes to get at-
tention around this place..."
Decision To Run
Is A “Bummer”

Dr. Joseph P. Bummer, occupant of the Yeshiva University Petaeget's Seat of Political Ances, announced today his can-
didacy for the presidency of Ye-
shiva University. Speaking at a press conference at the Brosh
Spinmonth Memorial Handball

court.“

Dr. Bummer continued to ex-
plain why he was now throwing his hand grenade into the polit-
ical arena. “Dr. Bodkin has been too permissive. Permissiveness, as
I told Nixon, Kissinger, Golda, and Moses, will destroy every-
thing. Furthermore, Dr. Bodkin is too un-American—look at his
chauffeur. And what about his
accent?”

Dr. Bummer's platform posi-
tion includes setting up defense
positions on Amsterdam Avenue, and the institution of courses
such as Combat Scope and Meth-
ods, Espionage 2.1, and Custom
Official Frisking.

Dr. Bummer's candidacy has
been endorsed so far by Wil-
li Brandt, Harold Stassen, Robert
Oahman: and non-members of the
Young Americans for Freedom, but of

course, only after asking “Can
Bono.” “Yeshiva can no longer
be run by Connie-loving edi-
tors.”

While imitating his favorite political figure, Dr. Bummer strikes a
pose and declares, “Die
Court. Dr. Bummer made his announce-
ment to one reporter, one
female supporter, one ath-
etic supporter, and one white
junior employed at the gym.

Somewhere in the midst of his four-hour announcement Dr. Bummer
cried, “I will rid the Yeshiva streets and halls of all
its liberal, behavioralist noncom-
promising, pernicious, dope pushers, and non-members of the Young
Americans for Freedom, but of
course, only after asking “Can
Bono.” “Yeshiva can no longer
be run by Connie-loving edi-
tors.”

What Sort Of Man Reads The Commentator?

THE COMMENTATOR man is
discriminating animal.
He knows what he likes and
what he doesn't like.

He likes coeducation,
sleep and himself.

He doesn't like minyan,
motherly dorm counselors
and Francis Cregan.

25.4% of all THE COMMENTA-
TOR readers are members of the
Governing Board.

65.4% of all THE COMMENTA-
TOR readers also read The Ob-
server.

NOT EVERYONE CAN BE A COMMENTATOR MAN.

THANK G.D.

PR Publishes Perverse Pamphlet:
Students’ Statements Slanderous

(Continued from Page I, Col. 5)
year and there were 200 students
in most classes. I had one class
that was a workshop with only
15 students and I felt like I was
back at Yeshiva again. That's
when I decided to drop the
course.

Eva: In a place like Stern, it's really
impossible not to make friends.
The atmosphere is more than
friendly—suspiciously so it of-
ten seems.

BONUS: BENEFITS OF A MULTI-SI-
DED UNIVERSITY:

Chains:
The Bernard Revel School (of
Higher Jewish Studies) is very
important. I know a lot of guys
takink advanced Jewish studies
courses there... mainly because
they couldn't find any on the
undergraduate level.

Phyllis:
There are many advantages to
being part of a University. We
get famous speakers here— we
have use of all the libraries. The
only problem is that there are
no books in them.

CONCERNING STUDENT IN-
VOLVEMENT:

Lenny:
At the time of the Cambodian
invasion a lot of people were
surprised that YU students took
the same kind of action as students
on other campuses, boycotting
classes and all that. I can't see
why, though. We wanted to get
out of classes early just like ev-
everybody else.

David:
If it's a humanitarian issue, I
think you'll find Yeshiva stu-
dents there... selling lemons
despite what humanism in-
struction.

ON EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACT-
IVITIES:

Chaim: There's a very well developed
program in most major subjects
...too bad they don't have a
well developed curriculum,

Phyllis:
If a girl wants to start some-
thing new, she's got only allowed
to do it, but she's encouraged to
'she's even given Dr. Reuben's
book.'

Lenny:
We of course have athletics,
both varsity and infra-mural.
And we're really going to start
winning once we get players.

ON NEW YORK CITY:

Don: It's the greatest place in the
world to go to school provided
you didn't get in anywhere else.

David:
There's such a large Jewish
community in New York, it makes
for great social life. It's the first
place I've seen Orthodox.

Judi: I was scared to death to come
to New York. Now I think it's
great. You ask any girl from any
school, anywhere. You tell them
that you're on 34th and Lexing-
ton and they'll say, "I want to
go there too... that's were the best
business is."

ACADEMIC LIFE:

Lenny: I think since the curriculum
reviewers of the curriculum here
is on par with any other college.
There's no way to get through
Yeshiva... unless you cheat.

Sarah: I tell my friends at home about
what I am taking here, and they're
shocked.

A MATTER OF CONVICTION:

Mel: I think the key word here is
conviction. You have to be com-
mitted, an idea, to a way of
life and be willing to learn. That's
why I say anyone who comes
should be either convicted or
committed.

College Announces Correction
To The Academic Calendar

The Office of the Registrar has
announced that a committee con-
sisting of Professor Morose Sim-
pton, Dean 1. Sick Beacon and
student leader Manny Muscle-
man, and Rabbi Wolfman has
formulated a new schedule for
the coming academic year. As a
public service and because we
want to screw things up at Te-
shia, THE COMMENTATOR is
happy to publish the new addi-
tions to our otherwise dreary up-
coming school year.

FALL SEMESTER 1972:

ORIENTATION FOR OLD
STUDENTS, REUNION FOR NEW
STUDENTS: Thursday, Sep-
tember 9 - Friday, September
10.

FAST OF GEDALIAH: Wednesday,
September 28 - Thursday, Sep-
tember 29.

YOM KIPPUR AND SUKKOT
RECESS: Tuesday, September 28
- Friday, September 30.

NEW YEAR'S DAY: Saturday,
January 1, 1973: Party in Rabbi
Chaifetz's house after ntvadal.

READING PERIOD: YC: Janu-
ary 3-11; EMC: October 30-
January 2.

SPRING SEMESTER 1973

ACADEMIC REGISTRATION:
All schools: A week before the
second Tuesday of the last
month, unless Tuesday follows
a Sunday schedule in which case
you will lose a weekend.

LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW FROM A
CURRICULUM: All schools:
Yesterday.

TO FOLLOW A TUESDAY
SCHEDULE: YC: Tuesday,
February 13.

TO FOLLOW A SATURDAY
SCHEDULE: EMC: Thursday,
February 15.

TO FOLLOW A SUNDAY
SCHEDULE: EMC: Week of
April 17-24.

TO FOLLOW A SUNDAY
SCHEDULE: All schools — a
Wednesday schedule.

SPECIAL DEADLINE FOR APPLICA-
TIONS FOR FALL 1973:
In all schools:

NEW YEAR'S DAY: Saturday,
January 1, 1973: Party in Rabbi
Chaifetz's house after ntvadal.

READING PERIOD: YC: Janu-
ary 3-11; EMC: October 30-
January 2.

SPRING SEMESTER 1973

ACADEMIC REGISTRATION:
All schools: A week before the
second Tuesday of the last
month, unless Tuesday follows
a Sunday schedule in which case
you will lose a weekend.

LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW FROM A
CURRICULUM: All schools:
Yesterday.

TO FOLLOW A TUESDAY
SCHEDULE: YC: Tuesday,
February 13.

TO FOLLOW A SATURDAY
SCHEDULE: EMC: Thursday,
February 15.

TO FOLLOW A SUNDAY
SCHEDULE: EMC: Week of
April 17-24.

TO FOLLOW A SUNDAY
SCHEDULE: All schools — a
Wednesday schedule.

SPECIAL DEADLINE FOR APPLICA-
TIONS FOR FALL 1973:
In all schools:

NEW YEAR'S DAY: Saturday,
January 1, 1973: Party in Rabbi
Chaifetz's house after ntvadal.

READING PERIOD: YC: Janu-
ary 3-11; EMC: October 30-
January 2.